
This subject will probably not provide answers but more open additional question thus 

serve as an introduction for the round table discussion
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As with every day business is not only getting more dependent but also more 

demanding about information technology, its flexibility and cost effectiveness, IT 

organizations are seeking a way to support the business and response to those 

demands effectively and efficiently. IT Service Management and related best practice 

frameworks like IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) are one part of the solution, but 

requires certain shift in IT organizations mind-set. Unfortunately all such frameworks 

are very often criticized as to be too complex and too comprehensive for SME 

organizations, therefore strive for its adaptation.  Another part of the solution, 

especially for SME organizations is recent expansion of Cloud computing which 

represents a huge opportunity for SME by making IT services, that use to be with 

traditional service delivery models for SME unattainable, now affordable. But Cloud 

computing also requires changes in focus and in a way IT services are delivered and 

provisioned. Besides, more services mean higher complexity. Although few 

researches, books and guidance about adaptation of IT service management to small 

scale organizations could be found, researches about IT service management for SME 

organizations leveraging Cloud computing services are scarce.
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People, Process, technology
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ITIL V3 Small-scale Implementation (Taylor and Macfarlane, 2009)

ITIL Lite: A roadmap to full or partial ITIL implementation (Fry, 2012)

Both build and base their proposition on core ITIL framework but with slightly 

different approach. ITIL Lite base the implementation on gradual implementation by 

categorising processes into distinctive: Action, Influencing, Resourcing and 

Underpinning components. Processes classified as Action components are mandatory 

or significant detrimental impact could be expected. The others should be 

implemented gradually with organizational maturity growth. ITIL Small-scale on the 

other hand propose simplification of processes and consolidation of numerous of 

roles.  Although ITIL lite is not directly refereed to SME it could have positive impact 

to SME with its identification of Critical processes. None of those two books have 

explicit focus to IT service management perspective for Cloud computing customers.
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The ISM Method (Hoving and van Bon, 2012)

The book ISM (Integrated Service Management) Method has its roots in many 

scientifically accurate primary literature sources. It provides a critical view to ITIL 

best practice and its complexity as well as confusion that ITIL is making by mixing 

processes and functions in one model (Hoving and van Bon, 2012), recognize and 

build on some ITIL processes but in general it simplifies the process model to only 

few processes what could potentially be appropriate for SME. Although it currently 

focus mostly on Operational and not so much strategic processes, it may not be 

directly related to IT service management perspective for Cloud computing 

customers, the introduced  three dimensional model for ITSM separates information 

from technology what is a valid consideration especially from  Cloud computing 

customer perspective.

IT Service Management: Quick – Simple – Clear (Grabowski et al., 2011) and related 

research documents

This research focus on IT service management specifically for SME organizations and 

is underpinned by significant research project in six European countries (Küller et al., 

2012). The proposed simplified IT Service Management Method (Innotrain IT, 2012)
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is blended method comprising of principles of various framework and standards for 

service and security management as well as IT governance.  Study of this literature 

and contrasting it with literature mentioned earlier will provide me an additional info 

and understanding of ITSM in SME, as well as explanation why ITIL alone was not 

considered as good enough sources for simplification and delivery of innovative 

business value of IT.  The literature propose the separation of strategic planning from 

Service operation which could ease separation of processes relevant to Cloud 

computing customers but does not explicitly focus to Cloud computing customer 

perspective.
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In this work the theoretical background of ITIL and ASL was modified to suite Cloud 

Software as a Service characteristics in case of ITIL mainly from the aspects of 

separation of management functions between provider and customer organization; 

service offerings and service lifecycle phases; OpEX instead of CapEX and on 

demand scalability. Although the work does not concentrate on SME organizations but 

rather to general end to end IT service management in Cloud computing paradigm, 

including provider - customer relationship
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In this presentation theoretical assumptions ware presented the practical view will be

provided through the round table.

The discussion will be about:
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